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On February 6, 1945, Robert Brasillach was executed for treason by a French
firing squad. He was a writer of some distinction—a prolific novelist and a keen
literary critic. He was also a dedicated anti-Semite, an acerbic opponent of
French democracy, and editor in chief of the fascist weekly Je Suis Partout, in
whose pages he regularly printed wartime denunciations of Jews and resistance
activists. Was Brasillach in fact guilty of treason? Was he condemned for his
denunciations of the resistance, or singled out as a suspected homosexual? Was
it right that he was executed when others, who were directly responsible for the
murder of thousands, were set free? Kaplan's meticulous reconstruction of
Brasillach's life and trial skirts none of these ethical subtleties: a detective story, a
cautionary tale, and a meditation on the disturbing workings of justice and
memory, The Collaborator will stand as the definitive account of Brasillach's
crime and punishment. A National Book Award Finalist A National Book Critics
Circle Award Finalist "A well-researched and vivid account."—John Weightman,
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New York Review of Books "A gripping reconstruction of [Brasillach's] trial."—The
New Yorker "Readers of this disturbing book will want to find moral touchstones
of their own. They're going to need them. This is one of the few works on Nazism
that forces us to experience how complex the situation really was, and answers
won't come easily."—Daniel Blue, San Francisco Chronicle Book Review "The
Collaborator is one of the best-written, most absorbing pieces of literary history in
years."—David A. Bell, New York Times Book Review "Alice Kaplan's clearheaded study of the case of Robert Brasillach in France has a good deal of
current-day relevance. . . . Kaplan's fine book . . . shows that the passage of time
illuminates different understandings, and she leaves it to us to reflect on which
understanding is better."—Richard Bernstein, The New York Times
7. From Aztlán: Gloria Anzaldúa and Jimmy Santiago Baca -- 8. Remilitarized
Poems: Theresa Hak Kyung Cha and Myung Mi Kim -- 9. Forget Your Pastoral:
Haunani-Kay Trask and Craig Santos Perez -- Coda: Look Through to
Somewhere -- Notes -- Works Cited -- Index
First published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
The seventeenth century witnessed profound reforms in the way French cities
administered poor relief and charitable health care. New hospitals were built to
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confine the able bodied and existing hospitals sheltering the sick poor contracted
new medical staff and shifted their focus towards offering more medical services.
Whilst these moves have often been regarded as a coherent state led policy,
recent scholarship has begun to question this assumption, and pick-up on more
localised concerns, and resistance to centrally imposed policies. This book
engages with these concerns, to investigate the links between charitable health
care, poor relief, religion, national politics and urban social order in seventeenthcentury France. In so doing it revises our understanding of the roles played in
these issues by the crown and social elites, arguing that central government's
social policy was conservative and largely reactive to pressure from local elites. It
suggests that Louis XIV's policy regarding the reform of poor relief and the
creation of General Hospitals in each town and city, as enshrined in the edict of
1662, was largely driven by the religious concerns of the kingdom's devout and
the financial fears of the Parisian elites that their city hospitals were
overburdened. Only after the Sun King's reign did central government begin to
take a proactive role in administering poor relief and health care, utilizing urban
charitable institutions to further its own political goals. By reintegrating the social
aspirations of urban elites into the history of French poor relief, this book shows
how the key role they played in the reform of hospitals, inspired by a mix of
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religious, economic and social motivations. It concludes that the state could be a
reluctant participant in reform, until pressured into action by assisting elite groups
pursuing their own goals.
This work investigates the early encounters of French philosophers and religious
thinkers with the phenomenological philosophy of Edmund Husserl. Following an
introductory chapter addressing context and methodology, Chapter 2 argues that Henri
Bergson’s insights into lived duration and intuition and Maurice Blondel’s genetic
description of action functioned as essential precursors to the French reception of
phenomenology. Chapter 3 details the presentations of Husserl and his followers by
three successive pairs of French academic philosophers: Léon Noël and Victor Delbos,
Lev Shestov and Jean Hering, and Bernard Groethuysen and Georges Gurvitch.
Chapter 4 then explores the appropriation of Bergsonian and Blondelian
phenomenological insights by Catholic theologians Édouard Le Roy and Pierre
Rousselot. Chapter 5 examines applications and critiques of phenomenology by French
religious philosophers, including Jean Hering, Joseph Maréchal, and neo-Thomists like
Jacques Maritain. A concluding chapter expounds the principal finding that
philosophical and theological receptions of phenomenology in France prior to 1939
proceeded independently due to differences in how Bergson and Blondel were
perceived by French philosophers and religious thinkers and their respective
orientations to the Cartesian and Aristotelian/Thomist intellectual traditions.
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This volume presents a practical demonstration of the relevance of Carl Schmitt's
thought to parapolitical studies, arguing that his constitutional theory is the one best
suited to investing the ’deep state’ with intellectual and doctrinal coherence. Critiquing
Schmitt’s work from a variety of intellectual perspectives, the chapters discuss current
parapolitical reality within the domain of criminology, the parapolitical nature of both the
dual state and the national security state corporate complex. Using the USA as a prime
example of the world’s current dual or ’deep political state’, the criminogenic
dimensions of the parapolitical systems of post 9/11 America are discussed. Using case
studies, the dual state is examined as the causal factor of inexplicable parapolitical
events within both the developed and developing world, including Sweden, Canada,
Italy, Turkey, and Africa.
How are boundaries created between groups in society? And what do these boundaries
have to do with social inequality? In this pioneering collection of original essays, a
group of leading scholars helps set the agenda for the sociology of culture by exploring
the factors that push us to segregate and integrate and the institutional arrangements
that shape classification systems. Each examines the power of culture to shape our
everyday lives as clearly as does economics, and studies the dimensions along which
boundaries are frequently drawn. The essays cover four topic areas: the
institutionalization of cultural categories, from morality to popular culture; the
exclusionary effects of high culture, from musical tastes to the role of art museums; the
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role of ethnicity and gender in shaping symbolic boundaries; and the role of democracy
in creating inclusion and exclusion. The contributors are Jeffrey Alexander, Nicola
Beisel, Randall Collins, Diana Crane, Paul DiMaggio, Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, Joseph
Gusfield, John R. Hall, David Halle, Richard A. Peterson, Albert Simkus, Alan Wolfe,
and Vera Zolberg.
Offers new perspectives on Proust's complex and creative relation to a variety of art
forms from different eras.
The New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice The flâneur is the quintessentially
masculine figure of privilege and leisure who strides the capitals of the world with
abandon. But it is the flâneuse who captures the imagination of the cultural critic Lauren
Elkin. In her wonderfully gender-bending new book, the flâneuse is a “determined,
resourceful individual keenly attuned to the creative potential of the city and the
liberating possibilities of a good walk.” Virginia Woolf called it “street haunting”; Holly
Golightly epitomized it in Breakfast at Tiffany’s; and Patti Smith did it in her own
inimitable style in 1970s New York. Part cultural meander, part memoir, Flâneuse takes
us on a distinctly cosmopolitan jaunt that begins in New York, where Elkin grew up, and
transports us to Paris via Venice, Tokyo, and London, all cities in which she’s lived. We
are shown the paths beaten by such flâneuses as the cross-dressing nineteenthcentury novelist George Sand, the Parisian artist Sophie Calle, the wartime
correspondent Martha Gellhorn, and the writer Jean Rhys. With tenacity and insight,
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Elkin creates a mosaic of what urban settings have meant to women, charting through
literature, art, history, and film the sometimes exhilarating, sometimes fraught
relationship that women have with the metropolis. Called “deliciously spiky and
seditious” by The Guardian, Flâneuse will inspire you to light out for the great cities
yourself.
This book is the culmination of an enormous project aimed at the identification of the original
French migrants to Quebec and their descendants in the form of a computerized population
register.
The role and influence of intellectuals is one of the flashpoints in the recurring debate on the
nature and dimensions of French fascism. At the forefront of this debate are a group of
emerging writers, collectively known as the Young Right. Though thoroughly schooled in the
reactionary nationalism of Charles Maurras' Action francaise, whose orbit they entered in the
early 1930s, they were soon seduced by the mobilizing force of neighboring fascist movements
and regimes. Led by two precocious literary talents, Robert Brasillach and Thierry Maulnier,
the Young Right set themselves to rejuvenating French nationalism and winning a place for
France in an emerging new Europe. Their project - an attempt to graft lessons from foreign
sources onto a native language of French generational and cultural politics - was one of
several efforts to create a distinctive French fascism.
Philosophy in the middle of the 20th Century, between 1920 and 1968, responded to the
cataclysmic events of the time. Thinkers on the Right turned to authoritarian forms of
nationalism in search of stable forms of collective identity, will, and purpose. Thinkers on the
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Left promoted egalitarian forms of humanism under the banner of international communism.
Others saw these opposed tendencies as converging in the extinction of the individual and
sought to retrieve the ideals of the Enlightenment in ways that critically acknowledged the
contradictions of a liberal democracy racked by class, cultural, and racial conflict. Key figures
and movements discussed in this volume include Schmitt, Adorno and the Frankfurt School,
Arendt, Benjamin, Bataille, French Marxism, Black Existentialism, Saussure and Structuralism,
Levi Strauss, Lacan and Late Pragmatism. These individuals and schools of thought
responded to this 'modernity crisis' in different ways, but largely focused on what they
perceived to be liberal democracy's betrayal of its own rationalist ideals of freedom, equality,
and fraternity.
Charles Tilly is among the most influential American sociologists of the last century. For the
first time, his pathbreaking work on a wide array of topics is available in one comprehensive
reader. This manageable and readable volume brings together many highlights of Tilly’s large
and important oeuvre, covering his contribution to the following areas: revolutions and social
change; war, state making, and organized crime; democratization; durable inequality; political
violence; migration, race, and ethnicity; narratives and explanations. The book connects Tilly’s
work on large-scale social processes such as nation-building and war to his work on micro
processes such as racial and gender discrimination. It includes selections from some of Tilly’s
earliest, influential, and out of print writings, including The Vendée; Coercion, Capital and
European States; the classic "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime;" and his
more recent and lesser-known work, including that on durable inequality, democracy, poverty,
economic development, and migration. Together, the collection reveals Tilly’s complex,
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compelling, and distinctive vision and helps place the contentious politics approach Tilly
pioneered with Sidney Tarrow and Doug McAdam into broader context. The editors abridge
key texts and, in their introductory essay, situate them within Tilly’s larger opus and
contemporary intellectual debates. The chapters serve as guideposts for those who wish to
study his work in greater depth or use his methodology to examine the pressing issues of our
time. Read together, they provide a road map of Tilly’s work and his contribution to the fields
of sociology, political science, history, and international studies. This book belongs in the
classroom and in the library of social scientists, political analysts, cultural critics, and activists.
In 1946, at a time when other French colonies were just beginning to break free of French
imperial control after World War II, the people of the French Antilles - the Caribbean islands of
Martinique and Guadeloupe - voted to join the French nation as departments (Departments
d'outre mer, orDOMs). For Antilleans, eschewing independence in favor of complete
integration with the metropole was the natural culmination of a centuries-long quest for equality
with France and a means of overcoming the entrenched political and economic power of the
white minority on the islands, the Bekes.Disappointment with departmentalization set in
quickly, however, as the equality promised was slow in coming and Antillean contributions to
the war effort went unrecognized.In analyzing the complex considerations surrounding the
integration of the French Antilleans, Seeking Imperialism's Embrace explores how the major
developments of post-WWII history - economic recovery, great power politics, global
population dynamics, the creation of pluralistic societies in theWest, and the process of
decolonization - played out in the microcosm of the French Caribbean. As the French
government struggled to stem unrest among a growing population in the Antilles through
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economic development, tourism, and immigration to the metropole where labor was in short
supply, thosewho had championed departmentalization, such as Aime Cesaire, argued that the
"race-blind" Republic was far from universal and egalitarian. Antilleans fought against the racial
and gender stereotypes imposed on them and sought both to stem the tide of white
metropolitan workers arriving in theAntilles and also to make better lives for their families in
France.Kristen Stromberg Childers argues that while departmentalization is often criticized as
a weak alternative to national independence, the overwhelmingly popular vote among
Antilleans should not be dismissed as ill-conceived. The disappointment that followed, she
contends, reflects more on the brokenpromises of assimilation rather than the misguided
nature of the vote itself.

This four-volume collection of over 140 original chapters covers virtually
everything of interest to demographers, sociologists, and others. Over 100
authors present population subjects in ways that provoke thinking and lead to the
creation of new perspectives, not just facts and equations to be memorized. The
articles follow a theory-methods-applications approach and so offer a kind of "onestop shop" that is well suited for students and professors who need non-technical
summaries, such as political scientists, public affairs specialists, and others.
Unlike shorter handbooks, Demography: Analysis and Synthesis offers a long
overdue, thorough treatment of the field. Topics to be covered: * Population
Dynamics and the Relationship Between Population Growth and Structure * The
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Determinants of Fertility * The Determinants of Mortality * The Determinants of
Migration * Historical and Geographical Determinants of Population * The Effects
of Population on Health, Economics, Culture, and the Environment * Population
Policies * Data Collection Methods and Teaching about Population Studies * All
chapters share a common format * Each chapter features several crossreferences to other chapters * Tables, charts, and other non-text features are
widespread * Each chapter contains at least 30 bibliographic citations
How psychological ideas of space have profoundly affected architectural and
artistic expression in the twentieth century. Beginning with agoraphobia and
claustrophobia in the late nineteenth century, followed by shell shock and panic
fear after World War I, phobias and anxiety came to be seen as the mental
condition of modern life. They became incorporated into the media and arts, in
particular the spatial arts of architecture, urbanism, and film. This "spatial
warping" is now being reshaped by digitalization and virtual reality. Anthony
Vidler is concerned with two forms of warped space. The first, a psychological
space, is the repository of neuroses and phobias. This space is not empty but full
of disturbing forms, including those of architecture and the city. The second kind
of warping is produced when artists break the boundaries of genre to depict
space in new ways. Vidler traces the emergence of a psychological idea of space
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from Pascal and Freud to the identification of agoraphobia and claustrophobia in
the nineteenth century to twentieth-century theories of spatial alienation and
estrangement in the writings of Georg Simmel, Siegfried Kracauer, and Walter
Benjamin. Focusing on current conditions of displacement and placelessness, he
examines ways in which contemporary artists and architects have produced new
forms of spatial warping. The discussion ranges from theorists such as Jacques
Lacan and Gilles Deleuze to artists such as Vito Acconci, Mike Kelley, Martha
Rosler, and Rachel Whiteread. Finally, Vidler looks at the architectural
experiments of Frank Gehry, Coop Himmelblau, Daniel Libeskind, Greg Lynn,
Morphosis, and Eric Owen Moss in the light of new digital techniques that, while
relying on traditional perspective, have radically transformed the composition,
production, and experience—perhaps even the subject itself—of architecture.
Proceedings of the session 'Intellectual and Spiritual Expression of Non-literate
Peoples', part of the XVII World UISPP Congress, held in Burgos, 2014. The
session brought together experts from various disciplines to share experience
and scientific approaches for a better understanding of human creativity and
behaviour in prehistory.
This book examines the Duke of Anjou's ambivalent relationship with the politique
struggle.
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Vol. 2 coed. by Carol G. Rosen ; Vol. 3 ed. by Paul M. Postal and Brian D.
Joseph.
The book is a collection of essays, which aim to situate African legal theory in the
context of the myriad of contemporary global challenges; from the prevalence of
war to the misery of poverty and disease to the crises of the environment. Apart
from being problems that have an indelible African mark on them, a common
theme that runs throughout the essays in this book is that African legal theory
has been excluded, under-explored or under-theorised in the search for solutions
to such contemporary problems. The essays make a modest attempt to reverse
this trend. The contributors investigate and introduce readers to the key issues,
questions, concepts, impulses and problems that underpin the idea of African
legal theory. They outline the potential offered by African legal theory and open
up its key concepts and impulses for critical scrutiny. This is done in order to
develop a better understanding of the extent to which African legal theory can
contribute to discourses seeking to address some of the challenges that confront
African and non-African societies alike.
This reader brings together original and influential recent work in the field of early
modern European history. Provides a thought-provoking overview of current
thinking on this period. Key themes include evolving early-modern identities;
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changes in religion and cultural life; the revolution of the mind; roles of women in
early-modern societies; the rise of the modern state; and Europe and the new
world system Incorporates new scholarship on Eastern and Central Europe.
Includes an article translated into English for the first time.
A new edition of Kaplan’s landmark study on eighteenth-century French political
economy, reissued with a new Foreword by Sophus A. Reinert. Based on
research in all the Parisian depots and more than fifty departmental archives and
specialized and municipal libraries, Kaplan’s classic work constitutes a major
contribution to the study of the subsistence problem before the French Revolution
and the political economy of deregulatory reform. Anthem Press is proud to
reissued this pathbreaking work together with a significant new historiographic
companion volume by the author, “The Stakes of Regulation: Perspectives on
‘Bread, Politics and Political Economy’ Forty Years Later.”
In Free and French in the Caribbean, John Patrick Walsh studies the writings of
Toussaint Louverture and Aim Csaire to examine how they conceived of and
narrated two defining events in the decolonializing of the French Caribbean: the
revolution that freed the French colony of Saint-Domingue in 1803 and the
departmentalization of Martinique and other French colonies in 1946. Walsh
emphasizes the connections between these events and the distinct legacies of
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emancipation in the narratives of revolution and nationhood passed on to
successive generations. By reexamining Louverture and Csaire in light of their
multilayered narratives, the book offers a deeper understanding of the historical
and contemporary phenomenon of "free and French" in the Caribbean.
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